BUILDING INTENTIONAL SECURITY
with Informed Risk Strategies™

80% of security professionals
stated that “…security risks
[are] either not known or
only partially assessed.”*
Intentional Security™
If you can’t explain security
risks to your business leaders,
who will?

Intentional –– Purposeful. Deliberate. Planned.
That’s what security should be.

Executives are tired of security based on guesswork.
Security professionals are tired of fire-fighting.
Closing the gap between business leaders and security
practitioners is what intentional security is all about.
Encurve helps clients build intentional security utilizing
our proprietary methodologies and experienced, boardcertified security professionals.

*Source: 2008 Top Business/Security Issues Survey, ISACA

Informed Risk Strategies™
Security with a Difference
All security providers are not created
equally. Encurve is an independent,
international, business risk consultancy with
experience that goes beyond our
competition. We didn’t learn security from
books or by attending conferences – we
learned it in the real-world protecting
organizations and investigating security
incidents.

All of our services are based on four
guiding principles:
Alignment of security with
business objectives
The single biggest problem in the security
profession is the inability to align security
strategy and operations with the business;
Convergence of security
strategies
Traditional models of separate security
functions are wasteful and hinder
management of cross-functional risk;
Risk-based decision making
Founded on an informed, data driven
understanding of the unique threats and
risks to each organization; and,
Strategic focus
Transforming the security organization from
tactical and fire-fighting to strategic and
proactive.

We use our expertise to listen to your
requirements and solve your problems using
informed risk strategies – we never sell you a
prepackaged service delivered by inexperienced
consultants with a checklist and canned report.
Security, Risk and Threat Assessments
We offer a complete range of physical and IT assessments that
go beyond technology to address policy, process, regulatory,
and organizational issues. We utilize our proprietary
methodologies in every assessment to tailor deliverables to
your requirements and not just report a list of vulnerabilities.
We identify the root causes of problems and provide both
detailed and executive level reports – each with the
information you need to make informed risk decisions.

Policy Development
Effective policies are much more than documents sitting on a
shelf. They are the foundation of a successful security
program. We build policy frameworks to improve operational
performance and create measurable compliance.

Implementation – Real Converged Security
From designing surveillance systems to wireless network
security architectures we have the expertise to provide realworld designs, project management or implementation
support. We don’t pay lip service to convergence, we live it.

Incident Response Planning & Support
Incident response plans, evidence collection and analysis, legal
issues, interviewing or crisis communications – incident
response and investigation is so much more than monitoring
alarms or digital forensics. Whether you’re in a crisis now or
require a more proactive, responsive and cost-effective
incident response program, we can help.

These are just a few of the ways Encurve can help you. Contact us today to learn
how you can create intentional security™ in your organization:
Kent Anderson
Managing Director
Encurve, LLC

+1.503.203.8295
kea@EncurveLLC.com
www.EncurveLLC.com
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